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Our Mission
Inkululeko’s mission is to 

provide South African township youth with the 

skills, support and guidance 
necessary to apply, attend and succeed in university; to 

challenge the bigotry of low expectations 

           for township youth; and to provide 

   sustainable, 
  positive change; 

student by student, 
generation by generation.
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- Don’t 
forget!

- Study vocab

- Finish hw

y=mx+b
a+b=c
and c-b=a
then b=a

Buy 
    more        
  Chalk 

Buy 
    LESS        
   
Chalk 

diam nonummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim 
ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit 



    When the world comes to a pause, 
   Inkululeko continues forward. 

 The pandemic created a host of challenges in deliver-
ing support to our learners. Despite these, we remain as 
dedicated as ever to addressing the systemic issues that 
threaten the future prospects of our learners. The pan-
demic presented an opportunity to discover our flexibility 
and creativeness as an organization. We were able to suc-
cessfully extend services to our learners via virtual offer-
ings. This delivery was not easy as our staff had to contin-
uously adjust and adapt to the needs of our learners. 
 Another major hurdle was ensuring that learners had 
access to mobile data to participate in virtual sessions. 
Mobile data plans in South Africa can be prohibitively ex-
pensive, especially in our program where consistent inter-
action is key to educational development. Your continued 
support of our work enables us to meet these challenges 
despite the difficulties that beset our world. 
 Our learners have mostly returned to in-school learn-
ing, but the adversities they face in accessing effective 
education remain. It is now more than ever that we need 
to support those who are the most vulnerable and provide 
them with the means to live safe, purposeful, and mean-
ingful lives. 

Many thanks,

Adam King & Kirsten Bassuday 
Inkululeko Co-Chairs
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Dear friends, 

 Inkululeko began nearly 11 years ago as an idea rumbling around in my head. 
At first, it was just me. Then, it was me and one other. Then, it was me and two 
others. Today, we're a dynamic team of a dozen people scattered around the globe, 
united by our belief in the transformative power of education. 
 Like all our organizations, we've had our share of successes and challenges. 
We have the *best* learners in the world who come to our program. We have the 
*best* entrepreneurs who work in our cafe. 
 The team you see pictured with me also has to pivot on an almost daily basis 
to continue programming despite massive service delivery issues ranging from lack 
of water, regular power outages, rapidly deteriorating infrastructure and sky high 
unemployment in the community we call home. South Africa's President addressed 
this unemployment issue in remarks he made last month to commemorate Youth 
Day. In his address, he acknowledged the millions of youth who are unemployed as 
being one of the biggest challenges facing the Rainbow Nation at present. 
 President Ramaphosa shared: “The fact that millions of young people are not 
in employment, education or training is the greatest challenge facing our country 
today." 
 Despite these challenges, our work continues. Our learners are worth it. Our 
entrepreneurs are worth it. Our team knows this. So, we pivot. And then we pivot 
again. And again. 
 Our Common Ground Cafe, located in Extension 7 and part of our social enter-
prise unit, was shut down for two years to comply with COVID-19 public health 
regulations. Earlier this year, Zuko Gqadavama worked with our team to re-imagine 
what our cafe might look like and how we could begin to chip away at the unem-
ployment problems that exist in our community. He envisioned an incubator sort of 
environment where early stage entrepreneurs in Makhanda come to us, collaborate 
with (not work for) our organization, receive mentorship, use our cafe space in 
return for a modest weekly rent. 
 It's working. In fact, it's working better than any previous iteration of 
Common Ground Cafe has ever worked before. 
 We have taken on several local entrepreneurs who show up, who receive 
mentorship, who engage with our organization and who are creating employment 
pathways for themselves. 
 And we’ll continue to do this - capitalize on what’s working and finding ways 
around the challenges that inevitably arise. We hope you’ll join us in this effort - as 
a donor, as a volunteer or as a collaborator. 

Yours in education,

Jason Torreano
Chief Executive Officer and Founder

Statement 
   From 
       CEO

Jason Torre
ano,

CEO and Founder



 Since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, the academ-
ic support program has adopted the hybrid model for 
learning. This model consists of both in-contact and 
remote learning. 
 We are fortunate to have a number of tutors that 
volunteer from the United States to do the remote 
learning model and they are under Aurelio Soto’s 
supervision. Remote sessions have greatly helped our 
learners because we now have a digital copy which they 
can revisit whenever they need. With in-contact tutoring, 
we have three consistent tutors who assist our learners 
with their homework and assignments. So far the 
Academic Support Program is going very well.
 2022 has been a success for the Inkululeko organiza-
tion. There's a new program that has been introduced, 
which is the OLICO program. OLICO program is a Math 
program which was implemented 1st February 2022. It 
focuses on grades 8 and 9 learners in the township area. 
Recruitment was done to six of our local schools, which 
are Nyaluza, Ntsika, Nombulelo, Khuhliso, Mrhwetyana 
and Mary Waters high school.The program is very 
interesting and learners love it.

Regards,

Nomawethu Matiwana
Operations Director

Nomawethu Matiwana,
Operations Director



 Inkululeko continues to grow, despite the many challenges 
that it faces in its operating environment – particularly 
Covid-19 and loadshedding. On the “fundraising front” we had 
several successes. To name a few: The Learning Trust (TLT) 
awarded an increased operational grant, TLT-Olico Maths ap-
pointed Inkululeko as an implementing partner for a two-year 
mathematics program (for grade 8 and 9 learners) and the US 
Consulate, Cape Town, awarded Inkululeko a two-year grant 
to refine and implement our Business Skills Course (BSC). We 
are grateful to our local partner Awarenet which has part-
nered with us on the TLT-Olico Maths project and BSC. 
 Over the last year we put considerable effort into improv-
ing operations, administration and management by develop-
ing new policies and internal procedures. This included our 
first working weekend / retreat, which we held at the Spin-
ning Reel in Port Alfred. Special thanks go to the Spinning 
Reel, which gave Inkululeko a special rate for the weekend. 
The working weekend was used to reflect on recent challeng-
es, progress, and plan for the months ahead. We are also grate-
ful to Mfundo Ntshwaxa, one of the local board members, for 
participating in the weekend.

 Sincerely,

 Julian Barker
 General Manager

Julian Barker,
General Manager



Opuopkwayo 
 Mfecane, 
 a learner in grade 11, began working with Inkululeko last year. She states that 
 Inkulukeko, “has helped her a lot with her school work.” One of the subjects that she 
 struggles most with is history. She is grateful that Inkululeko has provided her with 
 tutors to help her understand the subject more. 



Yonwaba 
 Ntleki, 
 a learner in grade 12, has been 
with Inkululeko for 5 years. “Inkululeko 
has helped with a lot of stuff.” He is 
truly grateful for Inkululeko and states 
that he doesn’t have a favorite part 
because he enjoys all of it. 



Academic 
Programs
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Inkululeko has a multi-year partnership with the 
Norwegian Agency for Exchange Cooperation (NOREC). 
NOREC is an executive body under the Norwegian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs that works to combat global 
problems by addressing the local needs and conditions 
of impoverished areas around the world. Through 
NOREC, Inkululeko has collaborated with Day Africa 
(formerly known as DEYI-K) in Nairobi, Kenya, to develop 
entrepreneurship training and job placement activities.  

Zuko Gqadavama serves as the Evaluation and Research 
Coordinator. As he continues to work with Inkululeko, 
he takes into consideration the past imbalances and in-
justices that have impacted youth and uses this insight 
to motivate his work. He supports the advancement of 
African children and expresses gratitude to be a part of 
Inkululeko. 

This organization has allowed him to be pragmatic in 
developing solutions to the problems that these learners 
are facing. He states that Inkululeko is intentional in 
gaining insight from the communities that they 
serve so that their programming meets the needs of 
their beneficiaries. Inkululeko has taught Zuko what 
community development/engagement is and how to 
do it right. He hopes that Inkululeko can recharge the 
parts of the country and reach places that really need 
these services, especially those with no libraries, 
running water, or internet. Because Zuko comes from a 
community lacking such resources, he understands 
first-hand the hardships these learners may face.

NOREC Partnership



Seeds of the Future: a Transatlantic Cooperation on building 
the Green Economy among youth in the Eastern Cape is a 
business skills training course that is funded by the US 
Consulate in Cape Town. 

This course has four parts. In the beginning, learners work to 
understand and comprehend relevant definitions. The following 
three parts are composed of contact sessions for learner in-
volvement. Its design is a result of collaboration, including work 
from partners in both the United States and South Africa. 

Gabe Khan, a junior from Syracuse University, was one of three 
interns that helped with this project. He states, “as a whole, we 
envisioned this curriculum to give a baseline understanding of 
the green economy and how we, as individuals, contribute to it.” 
A lot of thought and creativity went into creating this course. 
Gabe and his colleagues wanted to ensure that the course was 
both “informative and interactive, which would be engaging and 
enjoyable for the learner.” His involvement in the creation of 
this course is a testament to his vision of Inkululeko’s potential. 
He states, 

 “ Inkululeko  is the necessary force that bring the  power of education  to young South African 

 students. This program allows students to become aware of how important their decisions are in the scope of the green economy,      

 and such knowledge allows learners to  ”incite the change they want to see.

US Consulate Business Skills Program



Some of their projects range 
from efforts to combat climate 
change – like how to save water 
in a community that lacks 
resources. Others have planned 
to do their businesses.While the 
start of this course was online, 
the transition to in-person has 
allowed the staff to see how 
well learners are grasping the 
information. 

According to Noma, partnering 
with the US Consulate has 
provided learners with the 
opportunity to visit unique 
architectural places, like a house 
made of recycled glass and bricks 
made of clay. She states, 
“learners are interested, en-
gaged, and learning a lot from 
this course.” Her hopes are that 
with this partnership, “learners 
can strengthen their skills so that 
even if they don’t want to attend 
universities, they have the skills to 
establish their own business and 
still prosper within their 
communities.”   

Awarenet, an eLearning nonprofit 
organization that offers online 
discussions and work spaces to 
learners, collaborated with 
Inkululeko on this program. Julian 
Barker, who serves as General 
Manager, has worked behind the 
scenes to establish it. To him, this 
program is crucial to the lives of 
their learners. He states, 
“Makhanda is very poor, possibly 
one of the poorest provinces in 
the Eastern Cape. The unemploy-
ment rate is extremely high for 
the youth. Therefore this program 
aims to empower learners to think 
of other ways, besides looking for 
jobs, to make way for themselves.” 

Nomawethu Matiwana, who serves 
as the Program Director of this 
course, states that “learners are 
doing very well.” She has witnessed 
learners incorporate the concepts 
that they’ve learned in this course 
when tasked with developing their 
own business ideas. 
  

US Consulate Business Skills Program (cont.)
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Louis Corrente has been a math tutor for Inkululeko since Spring 2022. Louis recently transitioned from en-
gineering to an accelerated education career through the UBTEACH Program at the University of Buffalo. 

While he has only been with Inkululeko for a semester, Inkululeko’s Tutoring Coordinator, Aurelio Soto 
praises Louis’ progress as a tutor. He shares weekly teaching materials to foster an environment of growth 
and mutual collaboration amongst his fellow tutors. The greatest challenge Louis has faced is planning for 
lessons on topics he is unfamiliar with, especially since he has no prior experience in education. However, a 
chance geometry lesson allowed Louis to learn how to approach teaching new content areas. He has navi-
gated technical issues, such as spotty wifi and asynchronous teaching, without formal orientation to culti-
vate his time management and interpersonal skills. 

Louis’ most memorable experience was the first lesson he taught. He hopes to continue inspiring other 
tutors as he transitions to a mentorship role starting in Summer 2022.

Online Tutoring



NYPACE Partnership
Historically, Inkululeko has utilized grants or funding programs 
that have limited fund usage, capping the organization's ability 
to invest in the critical infrastructure needed to support the 
township youth (e.g., stable electricity).
 
This spring, Inkululeko worked with a team of volunteers to 
identify ways to increase unrestricted income sources for the 
organization. The program was coordinated by the New York 
Professional Advisors for Community Entrepreneurs 
(NYPACE), a non-profit organization formed to stimulate job 
creation and sustainable economic development by providing 
pro bono consulting to entrepreneurs in New York City. 
 
Alongside Jason, the team quickly focused on the opportunity 
with Kunye, a new experiential learning trip to South Africa. 
To supplement Kunye's solid foundation, we focused on identify-
ing a more tailored segmentation and value proposition to 
drive program awareness and participation.
  



NYPACE Partnership (cont.)

The team utilized a participant survey to identify potential unmet needs, conducted 
brainstorming sessions to identify relevant segments (e.g., undergraduate intern-
ships, corporations, etc.), and interviewed representatives. They delivered specific 
guidance on customer-perceived value proposition, segment-level primary market-
ing channels, and segment-level tactical recommendations. To jump-start efforts, 
they crafted internship descriptions, organized a list of programs for outreach,  
shared high-level websites and marketing suggestions to drive conversion.
 
The program went well, and the output from the discussions and work gives Inkulu-
leko actionable next steps to continue to build Kunye and help it achieve its full po-
tential. 
 

It was a pleasure to work with Jason to help advance 
 Inkululeko's mission. Jason was a true thought partner, and 
  his passion and energy for the organization were contagious. 
   We look forward to seeing the impact Kunye has on Inkululeko.

         - Parth, Lea, Aaser, Kai
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Interested in Supporting Inkululeko?

Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

Email:

Credit Card Number:

Expiration Date: Security Code:

100% 
of your money goes to 
support programs for 

young people!

Please mail checks to: 
INKULULEKO, INC.

4400 Upper Mountain Rd.
Lockport, NY 14094

Online donations can be 
made at: 

inkululeko.org



For more information, head to 
www.inkululeko.org


